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King Library will celebrate 10th anniversary this year
By Lauren Hailey
@laurenolovely
The Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. school and public library is approaching its 10th anniversary and
a celebration is in the near future.
“The 10 year anniversary of the
library is being planned jointly by
the University Library and San Jose
Public Library and it will be held in
September,” reference librarian Rebecca Fiend stated in an email.
Fiend stated that the public library is planning an Instagram collaboration of people’s camera shots
of King Library.
The grand opening of the library
was August 15, 2003, according to
information provided by the library.
Fiend stated the King Library 10
year Anniversary Committee has
been coming together to plan the
event since the beginning of the semester.
The anniversary event will include events and art, according to
Fiend.
“Students in professor Gale Antokal’s painting class are preparing
watercolors of the building,” she
stated.
Art professor Antokal stated in
an email that the project is still new
and in its preliminary phases.
“(Art) students are scouting out
areas of the library that they might
be interested in painting that depicts student and community life
inside and outside the building,”
she stated.
Antokal also stated the students
have all studied watercolor media
during the course of their bachelor’s degree in art or bachelor’s in
fine arts program.
“This group of students (are
from) in the Pictorial Art area of
the Department of Art and Art History,” Antokal stated. “The selected
students will be painting traditional watercolors on paper that will be

This year is the 10th anniversary of the opening of the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library that had its grand opening on August 15, 2003. Codi Mills / Spartan Daily

framed and eventually displayed in
a library exhibition in the fall.”
The library is the first and only
library in the United States shared
by a university as its only library
and a major city as its main branch,
Fiend stated.
According to information
provided by the San Jose Public Library, it is approximately
475,000 square feet and has eight
stories.
Today, the library has more
than 1.5 million volumes of books,

seats more than 3,500 people and
receives more than two million visitors each year, according to Fiend.
The library also has amenities such as study rooms, public
access computers and computer
classrooms, as well as Wi-Fi and research databases, Fiend stated.
Fiend also stated that the library is filled with works of art
and special architectural surprises
throughout the floors.
According to information
provided by the San Jose Public

By Lauren Hailey
@laurenolovely
There has recently been a resurgence in bed bugs throughout the
United States in the past few years,
according to information provided
by the Santa Clara County Vector
Control District.
Bed bugs are parasitic insects
that feed on the blood of humans
and animals, according to the information.
According to Russ Parman,
the Vector Control District Acting Manager, bed bugs survive
by eating the blood of animals
and humans, can live for weeks
without eating and leave itchy,
red bite marks that can become
infected.
The California Department of
Public Health reports that bed bugs
can be found in other places, such as
hotel rooms and dorms.
Freshman undeclared major
Tanya Jones said she’s never had a
bed bug problem at her house that
she knows of, but she still takes the
precautions to be careful.
“I clean my sheets in hot water
and make sure that I don’t leave

food in my bed,” she said. “I don’t
live in the dorms but I hope that
they do that there too.”
Bed bugs are similar in appearance to other bugs, like beetles and
cockroaches, according to Parman.
He said if there are people suspicious of bed bug infestations, those
affected can bring the bugs to the
Vector Control District and have
them identified for free.

I clean my
sheets in hot
water and
make sure I
don’t leave food
in my bed.
Tanya Jones
freshman undeclared major
According to information provided by the Vector Control District, there have been more reports
of bed bugs in recent years because
of increased travel, shared housing

around the library and she isn’t
sure if she has found all of them
yet.
“I always see the carved out sinks,
and that little door in the first elevator,” she said.
Johnson said she likes the art she
sees in the library and is excited to
see more when she returns for the
fall semester.
“It gives our library some kind of
culture,” she said.
Lauren Hailey is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.
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Bed bugs bring trouble to
Santa Clara County residents

Library, the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Library has won numerous awards over the years, the
most recent being the National
Medal for Museum and Library
Service in 2011.
“I come in here all the time,”
said sophomore sociology major Rachael Johnson. “I didn’t
even know they were having
an event, so I can’t wait to hear
about all the events.”
Johnson said she knows there
were many little “quirks” all

and bed bugs’ built-up resistance to
pesticides.
Some of the signs of bed bug bites
are small or large itchy bumps that
are similar to mosquito bites, according to the Vector Control District.
Blood stains, droppings and eggs
that are found around the mattresses, furniture and baseboards
are also possible signs of a bed bug
infestation, according to Parman.
Bed bug infestations are difficult to control if they’re already
rampant and usually require the
help of professional pest control
operators, according to a report
conducted by the Vector Control
District.
The best thing to do is eliminate
clutter, vacuum your entire carpet
and bed and wash clothes and sheets
in hot water, according to the Vector Control District.
Anyone with questions can call
a representative for the Vector Control District at (408) 918-4770.
Senior sociology major Christina Irving said she takes all possible
measure to prevent bed bugs.
“I’ve seen the billboards around
town warning against bed bugs,” she
said. “I’m cleaning and disinfecting
every single surface in my house
and making sure everything is as
clean as possible (and) I’m not taking any chances.”
Lauren Hailey is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.

Animation/Illustration
program is shuff led
By Heather Peterson, Juan Reyes and Kaitlin Loewen
contributing writers
“The university tells us. But they don’t ask us.”
Alice Carter, a professor of the animation/illustration program addressed
the conflict between the animation/illustration program and San Jose State
University. It’s been three years since two separate department mergers
have happened for the animation/illustration program and students have
expressed that the university has failed to meet their unique needs.
“We were taken out of art & design, (and) art & design were blown apart,”
Carter said. “Design was made to its own department, art was made to its
own department.” The animation/illustration program first merged with
music and dance and are now currently with radio, television and film. The
merger, decided by the dean, was a result of budget cuts, said Katie Heckley,
president of the Shrunken Headman Animation Club.
“There was no real reason for it, nor was there any formal plan,” Carter
said. “The art department have people to represent them within their department, however, the A/I program does not have their own administrators to
help represent them.”
The animation/illustration program is not only dealing with a lack of
their own independent representation, but they are also dealing with space
— whether it is a limited amount of space to showcase their drawings or in
the classrooms.
The animation/illustration students have more enrollment than art, and
the art department has decreased in their enrollment numbers but the space
proportions haven’t changed since the drop, leaving animation/illustration
an even tighter limit of space for their students. There is currently three
classrooms and two labs to serve 600 students, all which provide classes five
days a week. This issue conflicts with whether the students have time to work
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Loan program change leads
to enrollment drops at
historically black colleges
By Renee Schoof
McClatchy Tribune
WASHINGTON — A change in federal education loan policies has left many students
at some of the nation’s historically black colleges and universities struggling to fill a gap
in their financial aid and forcing hundreds
to leave school.
A more rigorous system of credit checks
has denied certain loans available to parents
to help with their children’s undergraduate
expenses. The loans are available to all students at all schools. But the changes have had
a particularly severe impact on thousands of
students at historically black colleges, advocates for those schools say.
“It’s been devastating,” said Rep. Corrine
Brown, D-Fla., a member of the Congressional Black Caucus. “The loan helped bridge
the gap. For students and colleges that didn’t
have additional resources, those students
had to go home. And to me that’s just unacceptable.”
The loans are known as PLUS loans and
are available to parents of dependent undergraduate students, as well as graduate
students. But a change in 2011 disqualified
borrowers with unpaid debts over the past
five years that had been referred to collection agencies or ruled as uncollectable.
Parents of nearly 15,000 students were
denied PLUS loans as of last fall, with only
1,900 cases reversed on appeal, according to
the National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education, an umbrella organization for black colleges known as NAFEO.
The loan issue was a major topic at a recent
association conference in Washington.
Brown said figures provided to her by the
Department of Education show that as of
February, parents of some 28,000 students
at historically black colleges had been denied
PLUS loans. Among all schools and students,
400,000 PLUS loan applications were denied

as a result of the stiffer credit criteria, according to Brown.
Education Department spokesman
Daren Briscoe declined to provide specific
numbers. But he said that about 80 percent
of the students who were denied the PLUS
loans ended up enrolling in school anyway.
He said the department contacted thousands
of borrowers who were denied the loans and
reconsidered some cases.
Among the historically black colleges,
North Carolina Central University in Durham had 609 denials of PLUS loans, the largest amount, according to data from NAFEO.
The group reported loan denials at other
schools, including 607 at Howard University
in Washington; 569 at Florida A&M University in Tallahassee; 528 at Prairie View A&M
University in Texas; 448 at South Carolina
State University in Columbia; 407 at North
Carolina A&T University in Greensboro;
260 at Shaw University in Raleigh, N.C.; 130
at Kentucky State University in Frankfort;
and 66 at Fayetteville State University in
Fayetteville, N.C.
At South Carolina State, where more than
half of the students come from families
earning less than $30,000 annually, enrollment dropped by about 700 students since
last year, largely because of the stricter requirements, said Eric Eaton, assistant vice
president for finance.
“What I personally see a lot of, at the beginning and end of the semester, more students are coming to me directly, trying to
determine if the university has resources
they can tap into,” he said.
A student’s financial aid package can include student loans, scholarships such as the
federal Pell grant for low-income students,
and federally funded campus jobs.
But the aid doesn’t usually cover all costs
of attending college. Financial aid offices
tell students that their parents can apply for
a PLUS loan to cover the amount of money

Kansas gun law under fire
from U.S. attorney general
By Brad Cooper
McClatchy Tribune
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Tensions are flaring
between U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder and
Kansas over a new state law shielding guns made
in the state from federal regulation.
Holder recently wrote to Republican Gov.
Sam Brownback, saying the new law conflicts
with the U.S. Constitution by potentially putting
federal authorities in a legal bind.
“Federal officers . . . cannot be forced to
choose between the risk of a criminal prosecution by a state and the continued performance
of their duties,” Holder wrote in a letter dated
April 26.
Holder threatened legal action against the
state, saying the federal government would do
what’s necessary to prevent Kansas from interfering with agents enforcing federal law.
The state is already bracing for litigation.
State Attorney General Derek Schmidt has asked
the Legislature for $225,000 for the next two
years to defend the law.
Swept up in a states’ rights fervor, Kansas was
one of 31 states this year that considered bills to
nullify federal gun control laws talked about in
the aftermath of the Newtown, Conn., shooting,
according to the National Conference of State
Legislatures.
“We are standing our ground,” said Patricia
Stoneking, president of the Kansas State Rifle
Association. “We are not only supporting the
Second Amendment, but we’re supporting state
sovereignty here.
“It is high time that this discussion take
place.”
Kansas is believed to be the only state to enact
such a law, although a similar measure is awaiting the signature of Alaska’s governor.
The Missouri House passed a bill in late April
that made it a felony for federal officials to enforce federal gun laws. It now awaits action in the
state Senate.
At issue in Kansas is a bill Brownback signed
April 17 called the “Second Amendment Protection Act.” It passed overwhelmingly with bipartisan support.
The law makes it illegal for federal authorities
to apply federal laws to firearms commercially
or individually built and owned inside Kansas,
as long as the gun stays in the state. The law also
protects ammunition and gun accessories from
federal law.

Federal agents violating the law would face
the lowest-level felony in Kansas, carrying a
prison sentence ranging from five to 13 months.
Yet Holder said that under the Supremacy
Clause of the U.S. Constitution, Kansas cannot
prevent federal law enforcement from carrying
out its responsibilities.
“And a state certainly may not criminalize
the exercise of federal responsibilities,” Holder
wrote.
Brownback responded to Holder on Thursday with a letter, saying the law reflected the will
of Kansans to protect the sovereignty of their
state.
“The right to keep and bear arms is a right
that Kansans hold dear,” Brownback wrote.
“The people of Kansas have repeatedly and overwhelmingly reaffirmed their commitment to
protecting this fundamental right.”
The bill’s primary sponsor, Republican state Rep.
John Rubin, lashed out at President Barack Obama’s
administration as being “wrong on the law.”
He criticized the administration, which he
characterized as being more interested in undercutting the rights of law-abiding citizens than
rooting out terrorists like the Boston bomber.
Rubin, for instance, criticized federal authorities for not classifying the suspects in the case as
enemy combatants.
“I wish the Obama administration had the
same zeal to go after the true enemies of the
United States ... that they seemed to have reserved for going after United States citizens
standing up for our rights.”
State Rep. Emily Perry, a Democrat, was one
of just 24 House members who voted against the
bill. She said testimony from an assistant state
attorney general indicated the bill might present
legal problems. She also was concerned about the
cost of defending the law.
“As a lawyer, I just didn’t feel like I could vote
for something that I didn’t think was constitutional,” she said.
Many legal scholars don’t believe states can
outright nullify federal laws the way Kansas is
trying to do with guns and ammunition.
Even the conservative Heritage Foundation
put out a fact sheet titled: “Nullification: Unlawful and unconstitutional.”
Although the think tank’s paper doesn’t address guns specifically, it states, “There is no
clause or implied power in either the national
or the various state constitutions that enables
states to veto federal laws unilaterally.”
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needed to bridge the gap. The Department of
Education grants the loans without any consideration of parents’ income but requires a
credit approval.
Students at historically black colleges
are much more likely to have received PLUS
loans, and so the change in policy was felt
disproportionately there, said Mark Kantrowitz, a financial aid expert and the
publisher of Fastweb.com and FinAid.org,
websites that specialize in financial aid information.
Students have found different ways to
cope with financial difficulties.
Julian Melton, who graduated from
North Carolina Central University in December, worked an early morning shift at
FedEx and an afternoon and evening job at
a Kroger’s store during his junior and senior

To have that
student leave
with debt and
no degree is an
unreasonable
result ...
Johnny C. Taylor Jr.,
president and CEO of the
Thurgood Marshall College Fund
years, with classes in between. He’d sleep or
study in his car during breaks.
He said his scholarship and student
loan just about covered his expenses, but
he worked long hours to send money home
to help his mother, who was ill. He said he
couldn’t have asked her to take out loans.
He’s now working at Time Warner Cable in
Morrisville, N.C., getting ready to pay back
his own loans and looking ahead to getting a
master’s degree.
Jaleel Hunt, who also attended North
Carolina Central, worked for a professor on
campus but left school at the beginning of
his senior year because his financial aid and
employment still did not cover his costs.
Hunt said he could have asked his fam-

ily about a PLUS loan, but he “didn’t want
to put my parents in that financial situation.” Today he is writing fiction and pushing wheelchairs at Piedmont Triad Airport
in Greensboro. He wants to write for a living
and doesn’t plan to return to school, but he
feels “it was worth every penny, even though
I’m in debt.”
Johnny C. Taylor Jr., president and CEO
of the Thurgood Marshall College Fund, an
organization that helps students attending
historically black colleges, said the federal
government should at least grandfather in
families of students who already were in college before the change in credit criteria.
“To have that student leave with debt and
no degree is an unreasonable result,” he said.
“Remember, this is the White House, who
said it wants to double the number of college
graduates by 2020. This seems 100 percent
inconsistent with that kind of goal for kids
who are already in school.”
William E. Hudson Jr., vice president
for student affairs at Florida A&M, said enrollment was down by 1,000 students this
year, and surveys of those who didn’t return
found many said it was because of financial
reasons.
“Many parents don’t want the parent
PLUS loan,” Hudson said. “We see a lot of
that as well.”
In some cases, the parents have lost their
jobs and are in college themselves to retrain
for new work, he said. Others have more
than one child in college and can’t assume
loans for all.
At Winston-Salem State University in
North Carolina, Chancellor Donald Reaves
told Sen. Kay Hagan, D-N.C., at a summit
of chancellors from historically black colleges last month that at his school, which
has about 4,500 full-time undergraduates,
enrollment was down this year by about 750
students.
Of those who left, 609 were in good academic standing, and 200 of them were seniors, Reaves said. The average gap between
what their financial aid offered and what
they needed was $2,700.
“All of us are facing a tremendous challenge with regard to financial assistance to
the students we enroll,” he said.
(William Douglas of the McClatchy
Washington Bureau contributed to this report.)
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Surprisingly good jobs report sends Wall Street surging
By Kevin G. Hall
McClatchy Tribune
WASHINGTON — A surprisingly positive jobs report
Friday showed that employers added 165,000 positions
in April and the unemployment rate fell to a four-year
low of 7.5 percent, sparking
a day of milestones on Wall
Street as investors looked
past doubts about robust hiring in the months ahead.
The report from the Bureau of Labor Statistics sent
stocks soaring at the open,
partly because it exceeded
low expectations but also
because it included sharp
upward revisions to February and March job estimates,
adding a combined 114,000
jobs to those earlier tallies.
The S&P 500, an index
of the 500 leading publicly
traded companies, crossed
into record territory shortly
after trading opened and
never looked back. It finished up 16.83 points to
1,614.42.
Within the first hour
of trading, the Dow Jones
industrial average crossed
the 15,000 barrier for the
first time in its long and
storied history. It bounced
around there all day before
closing up 142.38 points to
14,973.96, just short of the
important
psychological
barrier for investors.
The Dow is an index of 30
large publicly traded companies. It broke the 14,000 barrier almost six years ago, in
July 2007. The S&P crossed
its 1,500 barrier 13 years
ago.
The tech-heavy Nasdaq
index rose 38.01 points Friday to 3,378.63.

Rising stock prices and
gains in home prices have
some Americans feeling
more comfortable about
their financial status for
the first time in years. Good
news begets good news, and
Wall Street hopes it will draw
more investors back into
stocks.
“As the market grinds
higher, we think there are a
lot of investors who ... worry
that they are being left behind,” said Richard Slinn,
an investment specialist
for JPMorgan Private Bank,
which manages investments
for a wealthy clientele.
Friday’s jobs report and
the revisions it contained
meant the economy had
some tail wind going into the
across-the-board reductions
in federal spending, called
the budget sequester, that
started taking effect March
1.
While anticipation of
lower government and defense spending was blamed
for sluggish economic
growth of 2.5 percent from
January to March, the sequester might not have had
much impact yet on hiring
broadly across the economy.
“The jobs report was a
pleasant surprise. Job growth
is slowing, but not as much as
feared,” said Mark Zandi, the
chief economist for forecaster Moody’s Analytics. “The
decline in unemployment is
also encouraging, particularly because it was driven by
an increase in jobs.”
February’s estimate of
268,000 jobs was revised
to 332,000, a solid number
that’s sure to spark argument about the effects of the
government sequester.

March estimates also
were revised upward, from a
dismal 88,000 to a healthier
but still subpar 138,000 jobs
for the month the federal
budget cuts began.
“It suggests the labor
market is still improving
and is helping to sustain consumer spending and housing
market advances. However,
there is little sign in these
data to suggest that a marked
acceleration in monthly
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job creation in the months
ahead is in the cards,” cautioned Scott Anderson, the
chief economist for Bank of
the West in San Francisco.
“The lack of manufacturing
jobs could signal a slowdown
in service-job growth in the
months ahead if the manufacturing sector continues
to cool.”
Hiring in manufacturing,
a big employment driver last
year, was largely unchanged

in April after decelerating
in recent months. The sector has throttled back and
may stay weak for several
months.
“Part of the challenge
for manufacturing is that
you are seeing slow growth
in terms of exports ... at
the same time we have also
seen domestic sales really slow down as well,”
said Chad Moutray, the
chief economist for the
National Association of
Manufacturers.
On the plus side, manufacturing tied to the automotive and aviation sectors continues to add jobs. But hiring
and output have slowed in
apparel, computers and other consumer-oriented manufacturing, he said.
“I think the sequester
has certainly had an impact,” said Moutray, who
also thought that slowing
U.S. exports to Canada and
Europe explain more of
the softness in hiring by
manufacturers.
Retailers welcomed Friday’s strong report.
“Finally some reassuring
news on jobs and the economy,” Jack Kleinhenz, the
chief economist for the National Retail Federation, said
in a statement. “Today’s solid
employment news combined
with positive March revisions may bode well for the
broader economy and portend steady retail sales in
April.”
There were few blemishes in Friday’s report, as it
showed job growth in most
sectors, with only government and construction hiring in decline. Temporary
hiring, often a harbinger

of future full-time positions, was up sharply for the
month at almost 31,000 positions. The leading gainer
was professional and business services, a category that
reflects better-paying whitecollar jobs.
There was slight improvement in some problem
areas, such as long-term unemployment, which fell by
258,000 posts to a still-high
4.4 million. As a percentage of the unemployed, this
number fell by 2.2 percentage points and now reflects
37.4 percent of all those classified as unemployed.
After shrinking for three
consecutive months, the size
of the labor force increased
by 210,000 workers in April,
suggesting it was hiring that
had helped bring down the
jobless rate by a tenth of a
percentage point during the
month. Some 11.7 million
Americans were counted as
unemployed in April.
There was one warning
sign deep within Friday’s report, however.
“The only blemish was
the outsized decline in hours
worked per week. The decline was especially large in
retail, leisure and hospitality, and construction. This
suggests that small businesses are putting more workers
into part-time jobs to avoid
the impact of health care reform,” said Zandi of Moody’s
Analytics.
Giving weight to that concern, the number of people
who reported to the Labor
Department that they were
working part time but wanted full-time employment increased in April by 278,000,
to 7.9 million Americans.
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Department: Students struggle to find space to work
FROM PAGE 1
in the labs and do homework.
If there are classes that are
scheduled back to back then
they may be limited on time
to work on their assignments.
Inside the art building,
the animation/illustration program is limited to
amount of space they can
use. For example, the galleries in the art building can no
longer be used by animation/
illustration students which
is an inconvenience to end
of the year senior gallery
expeditions.
Although Carter said it is
not a huge inconvenience to
go off campus, it does put a
damper on the situation because going off campus costs
more money and more time.
The animation/illustration students only get one
hallway, which are bulletin
boards in the art building to
show their work. Other than
that, they aren’t allowed to
use any other areas within the
building.
According to David Chai,
an assistant professor for the
animation/illustration program, another problem they
dealt with last semester and
this semester was the use of
space in empty classrooms.
The Shrunken Headman Student Animation Club has held
sessions in empty classrooms
for over 15 years, however for
the past two semesters, the
art department has told them
they cannot allowed use empty
rooms any longer.
Chai said that according
to university policy regarding
empty classroom space, “no
(one) can control space like
that, anytime there’s a free
room, it’s not owned by someone.” The animation/illustra-

tion program is left with their
hands tied.
“It’s a waste of everyone’s
time; the students are paying the same tuition as every
other student on campus and
their getting the short end of
the stick,” Chai said.
In response to the merger
with radio, television and
film, animation/illustration
students say that it’s a major inconvenience since it is
located on the opposite side
of campus from where their
classes take place. Because
there isn’t a formal administrator to specifically represent
animation/illustration, the
program does not have a front
office or animation/illustration specific office representative to contact for help and
information.
Students like Alice agree
that after three years, administrative cohesiveness within
the department has only gotten worse. The animation/
illustration program has had
three different chairmen
within the past seven months.
Currently their dean is from
the radio, television and film
department. animation/illustration students say that having people represent them who
are not actively involved in the
operatives of the major cause
even more problems because
they aren’t familiar with the
unique needs of the program.
Unfortunately, animation/
illustration professors are currently not allowed to represent the program as program
administrators.
Department funding allocation for the animation/illustration program has also been
hit hard in connection with
the mergers. A quasi-fund of
$600,000 was given to the art

A/I Professor David Clapp teaches lighting and shadow replication. Photo courtesy of Kaitlin Loewen

and design department before
the mergers happened according to Carter. The grant was to
be used to build a new museum
on campus during the late ‘90s,
and if it wasn’t built, the grant
would go to the students within the department. But according to Carter, the money was
never used, it wasn’t reallocated, and the money is still being
held in the art department–
where the animation/illustration program is no longer a
part of.
The animation/illustration
program has become favored
by powerhouse animation
companies like Pixar, Dreamworks and Disney. Students
are hired by these companies
post-graduation with a suc-
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cess rate of nearly 90 percent,
Heckley said. The academic
rigor demanded from incoming admission candidates
proves that there is something
special about this program.
Students with a GPA lower
than 3.85 (highest requirement
in the university) are not even
considered. With cuts to funding, space, and administrative
representation, the elite few
that are admitted into the program are pushed even harder
to make due with their current
resources. These preconditions
are part of many reasons why
animation/illustration students feel that they deserve
more from the university.
Several animation/illustration professors voice that

all they want is what is best
for the students. “Every day
that goes by when parents and
kids, who have maybe been
planning to come here for four
or five years have no decision,
every day when they have no
decision, for me is a bad day,
I think they need a decision,”
Carter said.
In 2012 the animation/
illustration students put together a petition for their program to be established into its
own department.
Students in the program
say that the animation/illustration program is such
a new, undefined industry
that they have special needs
the university has yet to formally recognize. Just like the

professors in the program,
Carter said, animation/illustration students just want to
be heard by the university deserve equality and receive their
fair share.
“This isn’t about who
deserves more, it’s about a
successful program that is
ranked to be one of the top
in the nation, that deserves
a say, support and a proper
administrator to represent their program,” Carter
said.
The dean from the
College of
Humanities
and the Arts declined to
comment.
Heather Peterson, Juan
Reyes and Kaitlin Loewen are
contributing writers.
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PLAYOFFS

Commentary: Warriors moving on after beating Denver in 6
By Anthony Nguyen
@Antnguyen87
Last Thursday night, the
Golden State Warriors won
their first round playoff series against the Denver Nuggets at home in Oakland in
Game 6. The Warriors move
on to face the second seed San
Antonio Spurs in the Conference Semifinals.
Game 1
Game 1 was in Denver
and Stephen Curry struggled
through the first half, missing
his first nine shots.
After the opening drought
he went 7-for-11 from the field
and 4-for-5 from three point
range.
Klay Thompson led the
Warriors with 22 points and
Curry had 19. Curry hit a corner 3-pointer with 14.5 seconds left to tie the game after
being down by eight. He had
15 points in the second half after a rough first half.
David Lee got hurt two minutes into the fourth quarter and
Draymond Green, a rookie,
was pressed into action. Nuggets’ guard Andre Miller put
a couple of moves on Green in
the final seconds to get by him
for an underhand layup to give
the Nuggets the victory.
Final score: Nuggets 97,
Warriors 95.
Game 2
The Warriors’ 64.4 percent
shooting from the field was a
team franchise playoff best.
It’s also the highest shooting
percentage in the NBA playoffs
since Utah’s 65.1 on April 25,
1991, according to NBA.com.
The Nuggets couldn’t solve
the Warriors’ relentless shooting, which began in the second

quarter. They hit 14-for-22 in
that period to take an eightpoint lead and then hit their
first three shots of the third
quarter to go ahead by 15. Denver made small runs but was
unable to make a serious rally
against the Warriors.
Jarrett Jack added 26 points
and Harrison Barnes scored 24
for the Warriors, who had four
players score more than 20
points, and as a team they shot
64.6 percent from the field.
Ty Lawson had 19 points
and 12 assists for the Nuggets,
who had their 24-game home
winning streak snapped. Corey
Brewer added 19 points and
Andre Miller and Andre Iguodala had 18 apiece for Denver.
Denver had to win a game
in Oakland to steal back homecourt advantage in the series,
after losing its first home
game since Jan. 18.
Curry went on to score 30
points and dished out 13 assists as the Golden State Warriors managed to even up the
Western Conference quarterfinal series at one game apiece
with a win decisive against the
Nuggets.
Final score: Nuggets 117,
Warriors 131.
Game 3
The Warriors held the Nuggets to just 42 points in the second half, on 39 percent shooting.
That included a 15-point swing
in the third quarter to wipe out a
66-54 halftime deficit.
Jarrett Jack had 23 points,
seven assists and five rebounds
in his second straight start as
the Warriors continued their
three-guard lineup in the absence of injured power forward
David Lee.
Curry played through a
sprained left ankle to record

29 points and 11 assists, and
the Golden State Warriors
sweated out a nail-biting final
minute to beat the Denver
Nuggets.
Final score: Nuggets 108,
Warriors 110.
Game 4
With three straight victories, the sixth-seeded Warriors
led the third-seeded Nuggets
3-1, and were one win away
from what would be just a second playoff series triumph
since 1991 for the franchise.
Curry, who came in slowed
by a sprained left ankle suffered
in Game 2, said a pregame painkilling injection finally helped
him get loose after intermission. He might have had even
more points if not for having to
sit out for more than four minutes during the fourth quarter
after he was poked in the eye.
Warriors center Andrew
Bogut set a personal postseason record with 12 points and
provided five rebounds and two
blocks in his most forceful performance of the series.
Jack added 21 points and
nine assists as Golden State
shot 55.7 percent from the
field. Since dropping Game 1,
the Warriors have made 57.6
percent of their field-goal attempts and 46.5 percent of
their 3-pointers.
Denver contained Curry
early, but when it went to man
coverage in the third quarter
Curry went wild. He hit 8 of his
11 shots in the quarter and was
5-for-8 from downtown.
Final score: Warriors 115,
Nuggets 101.
Game 5
Denver roughed up the
Golden State shooters who
have hurt them in this series,

Stephen Curry controls the ball in the first quarter of Game 6 on Thursday. Doug Duran/ MCT

specifically Stephen Curry. The
point guard was averaging 27.3
points in the series before Tuesday but was held to 15 points.
The Warriors felt Denver
was a little too physical. After
the game Curry was sporting
a large protective covering on
his left hand while soaking
both feet in a bucket of ice.
Curry also had a black left
eye after the game.
Harrison Barnes led the
Warriors with 23 points and
nine rebounds and Jack scored
20 for the Warriors, who can
close out the series at home in
game six.
Lawson had 19 points and
10 assists and Wilson Chandler
also scored 19 for the Nuggets,
who avoided being eliminated

in the first round for the fourth
straight year.
Andre Iguodala had 25
points, 12 rebounds and seven
assists and the Nuggets held off
a late rally to beat the Golden
State Warriors in Denver last
Tuesday night.
Final score: Nuggets 107,
Warriors 100.
Game 6
Lee was back to play in game
six but he only played for 1:27
in the first quarter.
The Warriors trailed 4442 at halftime but opened the
third quarter with a 22-9 run to
take a 64-52 lead.
Kenneth Faried drew two
quick fouls in the quarter,
giving him four for the game,

and he took a seat with 10:23
left. Whether it was a coincidence or not, Curry heated up
the moment Faried left.
Curry scored eight quick
points, nailing two free throws
and a pair of long-range lasers.
Curry scored 14 points in the
third, while Bogut had seven
rebounds and six points as the
Warriors entered the fourth
leading 73-62.
Rookie forward Draymond
Green had a double-double off
the bench for the Warriors,
scoring 16 points and grabbing
10 rebounds. Jack scored 13 off
the bench.
Final score: Nuggets 88,
Warriors 92.
Anthony Nguyen is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.
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BASKETBALL

LeBron James falls one vote short of unanimous MVP pick

By Shandel Richardson
McClatchy Tribune
MIAMI — LeBron James
had a nearly perfect regular
season.
He almost achieved perfection in earning the league’s
highest individual honor, too.
James on Sunday was named
the NBA’s most valuable player,
receiving all but one of the 121
first-place votes.
The only other player to receive a first-place vote was the
Knicks’ Carmelo Anthony.
No player in has won the
award with a unanimous vote.
“It was probably the writer
out of New York that didn’t give
me that vote,” James said. “And
we know the history between
the Heat and the Knicks, so I
get it.”
James won the award for
a second straight year, claiming the trophy for the fourth
time in five seasons.
He joins Kareem AbdulJabbar, Bill Russell, Wilt Chamberlain and Michael Jordan as
four-time winners.
“I really appreciate it,” James
said. “Every time the media
asks me a question or anything
about me as a player, I say I just
try to be the best player on the
court every single night when I
step out on the floor. I guess I’ve
been rewarded.”
James averaged 26.8 points,
eight rebounds and 7.3 assists,
leading the Heat to the league’s
best record.
Miami opens the second
round of the playoffs Monday
against the Chicago Bulls at
AmericanAirlines Arena.
“I’ve had an opportunity
with my eyes to observe and
to watch and to see players,
great players, players that have

Miami Heat guard LeBron James sits by the Maurice Podoloff Trophy during a ceremony at the American Airlines Arena in Miami, Florida yesterday. James was
selected as the NBA’s Most Valuable Player for the second straight season, marking the fourth time in his career he has claimed the award. Hector Gabino / MCT

won, have won championships,
they’ve been Most Valuable
Players,” Heat team president
Pat Riley said. “They have been
winners. They’ve been leaders.
And all the ones that I’ve observed and I’ve watched and I’ve
seen, somewhere they’ve always
gotten better. They always got
better as their career advanced.
And most importantly, they’ve
always made their teammates
and their team better. In my
humble opinion ... I think the
man that we’re looking at right
here is the best of all of them.”
While James continues to

pile up individual accolades, he
took time during Sunday’s ceremony to credit his teammates.
As he sat on the stage with
coach Erik Spoelstra and Riley, he kept looking toward the
other Heat players, who were
seated to the right.
“I kept looking over at them
because I’d rather be over there
sitting with them,” James said.
“I know this is an individual
award, but I would much rather
be sitting over there in shorts
and a T-shirt, wondering what
the hell they’re joking about. I
want to be a part of that joke.”

The team was included in
a short video that aired before
James accepted the award.
Each player gave James their
personal congratulations. The
highlight was forward Mike
Miller saying “between the two
of us, we’ve got four MVPs.”
The moment drew laughter, but James later thanked his
teammates for making it possible to join elite company.
Only Jordan and Russell
(five) and Abdul-Jabbar (six)
have more MVPs than James.
“Without those guys, this
trophy is not possible,” James

said. “The Larry O’Brien trophy last year is not possible.
Nothing that I’ve received individually isn’t possible without those 14 guys because of
what they sacrifice each and
every day.”
James finished with 1,207
total points in the voting,
nearly 500 ahead of Oklahoma City’s Kevin Durant.
Anthony, Chris Paul and
Kobe Bryant rounded out the
top five. Heat guard Dwyane
Wade finished 10th.
The fact James was able to
outdo his season from a year

ago is what impressed Spoelstra the most.
“LeBron reinvented himself and became the best player in basketball on the best
team last year,” Spoelstra said.
“But success can also reveal
your character. What you do
after you succeed says just as
much about what you do after
you fail. Coming back to reinvent himself again after a historic year like that last year, to
come back and have an even
better year, that says a whole
heck of a lot about this man’s
character.
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HORSE RACING

Shug McGaughey
finally has Derby
winner on resume
By Alicia Wincze Hughes
McClatchy Tribune
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — As the
19-horse cavalry that made up
Kentucky Derby 139 entered
the final turn heading toward
the Churchill Downs stretch
Saturday, a cannon crafted by
one of thoroughbred racing’s
great architects and housing
decades of the most nurtured
bloodlines began a thunderous
series of explosions.
By the time the field
straightened out, the most powerful piece of arsenal Hall of
Fame trainer Shug McGaughey
and his longtime owners had
brought to this proving ground
had knocked out all but a couple
remaining targets.
A handful of strides later,
it became clear one of the
few pieces of history that had
eluded the connections of the
sleek, bay missile was finally
going to be captured in spectacular fashion.
Nearly 30 years after he
started trying to tackle the
mission, McGaughey can wake
up in the morning with a Kentucky Derby win on his resume.
Over the same sloppy track
that took down the horse
who was supposed to be McGaughey’s surefire winner 24
years ago, Phipps Stable and
Stuart Janney III’s homebred
colt Orb rallied down the middle of the track after rating well
off swift fractions to win the
first leg of the Triple Crown
by 2{ lengths before a raindrenched crowd of 151,616.
The sustained run Orb
launched under jockey Joel
Rosario to come from having three horses beat past the
grandstand the first time to
emphatic classic winner was as
much a victory for diligence as
it was a showcase of talent.
Since becoming the private
trainer for the Phipps family
in 1985 and, a few years after
that, Janney’s main conditioner, McGaughey has trained

some legends of racing — including 1989 beaten Kentucky
Derby favorite Easy Goer —
but no 3-year-old victors on
the First Saturday in May.
Though neither the Phippses
nor Janney made earning their
own first Derby wins a huge focus of their well-bred operations,
Lexington-native McGaughey
still harbored more than a burning desire to one day get that
gold trophy.
In Grade I Florida Derby
winner Orb, McGaughey had
just his seventh Kentucky
Derby starter and only his
second entrant since watching his champion Easy Goer
fall to Sunday Silence on a
muddy track in 1989.
What he, the Phippses,
and Janney also had was a
horse who would ultimately
put one of the best partnerships in racing in its mostcelebrated winner’s circle.
“I don’t know what it will
be like tomorrow when I pinch
myself and figure this all out,”
said McGaughey, who hadn’t
saddled a Derby starter since
Saarland ran 10th in 2002. “It’s
a race I’ve always wanted to win.
I mean, the Phippses and the
Janneys have been my whole
life for 20-some years now and
have really given me everything
I’ve got.
“To bring a day like today
into all our lives is just huge,
it’s a huge thrill for me.”
The reason McGaughey
has long been trusted with
the regal bloodlines the
Phipps family has cultivated
over the years is because he
brings horses up “the right
way” through careful, unhurried handling, Ogden Mills
“Dinny” Phipps proclaimed
Saturday evening.
Exhibit A is the new leader
of the 3-year-old division.
Plagued by some temperamental gate issues as a
juvenile, Orb took four tries
to break his maiden before
finally defeating the likes of

Jockey Joel Rosario celebrates following his victory aboard Orb in the 139th Kentucky Derby on Saturday. Timothy D. Easley / MCT

Revolutionary _ who would
end up a brave third in the
Kentucky Derby on Saturday
_ at Aqueduct last Nov. 24.
When McGaughey brought
the bay son of Malibu Moon to
Florida for the winter, he braced
himself for the fact the speed-favoring Gulfstream Park would
work against the colt’s late kick.
Instead, Orb shocked his
outwardly cool trainer with his
rapid development, winning
the Grade II Fountain of Youth
Stakes in his first try against
stakes company on Feb. 23 and
then taking down a heralded
field in the Florida Derby by 2}
lengths on March 30.
“I’ve seen some things that
make me think there is more
there,” McGaughey said. “What
he was doing in Florida he was
doing against a huge bias. Then
to see what I saw today ... I think
we’ve got our hands on a pretty
special horse.”

Sent off as the 5-1 favorite
in a Derby field that included
unbeaten Grade I winner Verrazano, Orb was in exceptionally specials hands with Rosario.
Fresh off dominating his
first full-time Keeneland
Spring Meet, Rosario let Orb
settle near the rear of the field
after breaking from post No.
16 as Palace Malice took over
as the pacesetter, carving out

fractions of :22.57 and :45.33
with Verrazano sitting just
off him down the backstretch.
“I know he keeps going and
I see he can catch the horses
in front really quick,” Rosario
said. “I was perfect, where I was.”
While Oxbow was coming
to Palace Malice up the inside
and Normandy Invasion rallying outside around the far turn,
Orb was in the midst of a huge,

Now
is the
time.

SOFTBALL

Spartans make history by
winning WAC softball title
The San Jose State University softball team
won 2-1 in eight innings of game one and 5-2
in game two over New Mexico State on Saturday afternoon’s double-header to sweep
the season series and win the 2013 Western
Athletic Conference (WAC) Regular Season
Championship.
The conference championship is the first
for SJSU (39-15, 17-4 WAC) since joining the
conference in 1996-97.
The 2013 Spartans did not lose a series
against a WAC opponent this season and are
the winningest team in school history, according to SJSU Athletics.
“This championship is as important as
anything I have ever accomplished,” said head
coach Peter Turner. “It has been a pleasure to
coach these young ladies this season and they
deserve this championship for how well they
have played all season.”
The Spartans needed extra innings in game
one as the seniors came through for the team.
San Jose State scored the first run of the
game in the bottom of the fourth inning as
junior second baseman Devin Caldwell scored
from second base on a single from senior designated hitter Cheryl Freitas.
New Mexico State responded in the top of
the fifth inning with a run to tie the game at
1-1.
In the eighth inning, and with one out, senior BranDee Garcia singled up the middle and
advanced to second on a Caldwell ground out.
After sophomore right fielder Michelle Cox
drew a walk, senior left fielder Markesha Collins
singled to right center and Garcia scored from
second to give the Spartans the win and the conference championship.

The Spartans struck early in game two as
Freitas hit her fourth home run of the season
in the first inning to drive in three and give
San Jose State an early 3-0 lead.
New Mexico State (35-17, 16-4 WAC) responded in the top of the second with a tworun home run by Emma Adams to get the Aggies to within one at 3-2.
San Jose State then added a run in the bottom of the second as sophomore third baseman Nicole Schultz scored on a double by
Garcia. The Spartans scored their fifth run of
the game in the bottom of the fifth inning as
Freitas tripled down the left field line to score
Collins for the final 5-2 score.
Senior Amanda Pridmore pitched two
complete games in her final appearances in a
Spartan uniform on SJSU Field. In her 15 innings pitched Saturday she walked one batter
and allowed 14 hits.
She improved her record to 26-9 on the
season and after striking out 13 batters on Saturday, has struck out 238 batters this season.
“Pridmore got out of some quick innings,”
Turner said. “She pitched 22 innings this
weekend and that is one example of how hard
this team competes.”
Alex Newman (22-10) suffered both losses
for New Mexico State. In the first game, she
scattered five hits, fanning two batters and
walking two. In the second game, she allowed
three runs on three hits in 0.1 inning.
Makayla McAdams and Celisha Walker relieved Newman, allowing a combined six hits,
with four strikeouts and one walk.
San Jose State now enters the 2013 WAC
Tournament as the No. 1 seed at Louisiana
Tech. The team begins play Thursday.
SJSU Athletics and Spartan Daily staff contributed to this report.

BEGIN YOUR
CREATIVE
CAREER TODAY.
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sweeping sustained run that
launched him alongside a tiring
Verrazano in third at the head
of the lane.
With Rosario’s left-handed
urging, Orb continued to swallow up ground, hitting the wire
in 2:02.89 with Golden Soul
getting second.
“We got beat by a great
horse,” said Dallas Stewart,
trainer of Golden Soul.

The Savannah College
of Art and Design is the
premier provider of higher
education in creative ﬁelds,
conferring bachelor’s and
master’s degrees at distinct
locations and online to
prepare talented students
for professional careers.

scad.edu/apply
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National Mall needs a face-lift
and the private sector chips in

Robert Vogel, superintendent of the National Mall and Memorial Parks, speaks at the Trust for the National Mall luncheon, May 2, 2013, in
Washington, DC. Tish Wells / MCT

By Maria Recio
McClatchy Tribune
WASHINGTON — The nation’s front lawn needs sprucing up.
The National Mall, the
monument-filled, museumlined, two-mile centerpiece
of the capital, envisioned as a
Paris-like boulevard, is showing wear and tear.
Twenty-five million visitors a year take a toll on every-

thing from grass to upkeep to
bathroom facilities.
So, with the National Park
Service managing things on
a tighter budget, the private
sector is stepping in.
The Volkswagen Group
of America on Thursday announced a gift of $10 million
over five years at a gala lunch
on the mall — many women
wore hats — launching the
Trust for the National Mall’s
campaign to raise $350 mil-

lion. It will be matched with
federal funds to finance a
$700 million plan to give the
capital’s celebrated landmark
a face-lift.
“This is a massive project in terms of renovating
and improving the National
Mall,” Jonathan Browning,
VW America’s president and
CEO, said in an interview.
And why is Browning,
who is British and runs a German company, so committed

to an iconic symbol of the
United States?
“It is truly a global meeting
place,” said Browning, who in
his first weekend in Washington a few years ago was taken
with the vista of the mall as he
observed it from Arlington
National Cemetery, across
the Potomac River.
For the automaker, making the largest single contribution to the nonprofit trust
for the redesign and restora-

Classifieds

tion of the mall’s Constitution Gardens and the grounds
at the Washington Monument Sylvan Theater will provide payback in goodwill.
“This is not just about improving the environment and
the infrastructure along the
mall, it is about protecting
and defending a living symbol of American democracy,”
Browning told hundreds of
people at the trust luncheon,
held under tents on the mall.
“It is about sustaining a vision with global appeal. And
let’s face it _ the mall needs
help.”
The Lincoln Memorial
anchors one end of the mall;
the U.S. Capitol the other.
The Washington Monument,
the National World War II
Memorial, the Korean War
Memorial, the Vietnam Veterans Memorial and 10 museums of the Smithsonian
Institution and the National
Gallery of Art all occupy
parts of the nearly 150 acres
of grassy, tree-lined parkland.
Envisioned after the Revolutionary War by architect
Pierre L’Enfant, the mall is
the site of the city’s annual
Independence Day celebration, a fireworks extravaganza that draws thousands and
which will go on this summer, despite the forced federal cutbacks that have made
the Park Service and Smithsonian museums scale back hiring and maintenance.
But the mall suffers from
overuse.
“The mall in general has
been trampled to death by
millions of visitors,” said
Chip Akridge, chairman of
the trust and a Washington
real estate developer.
Supporters are contributing money to a number of improvements, including a turf
restoration project. But the
trees, landscaping, walkways

and curbs all need attention,
as well.
“We’re building a oncein-a-generation campaign to
realize the first major restoration of the National Mall
in nearly 40 years,” said trust
president Caroline Cunningham.
Bob Vogel, superintendent of National Malls and
Memorial Parks for the Park
Service, emphasized the importance of private sector
support.
“No national park can do
what it needs to do without
friends and partners,” he said
in an interview, referring to
the outpouring of support,
including VW’s $10 million
gift. “This gift is just incredible.”
The National Park Service,
a part of the Interior Department, is managing its properties with a governmentwide
5 percent budget cut. For the
mall, that means a reduction
of $1.68 million in its budget
through Oct. 1.
“This is the most visited
national park in the system,”
said Joe Fogg, a trust director. “It’s a national disgrace.
We’re fixing it.”
The National Coalition to
Save Our Mall, a nonprofit
grassroots group, has a longterm vision for expanding
the mall, which includes an
underground parking garage
in front of the Smithsonian
Castle to remove the tour
buses that line the mall in the
summer when parking is at a
premium.
Coalition president Judy
Scott Feldman praised the
trust for its work but wants
to look forward to sustaining the mall for the next 100
years.
“The more we can get attention to the mall,” she said,
“the more we can get appreciation for the long-term
vision.”

Today’s Crossword Puzzle
Universal Crossword

Employment
FOCUS GROUP
Eating less to save money? Can’t afford to eat
balanced meals? Worried about your next meal?
A graduate research project is sponsoring a series
of focus groups to learn how students at SJSU cope
with worrying about their food supply.
GET INVOLVED. 1 hour commitment. Participant
compensation. Completely confidential.
Sign-up @ hungrystudent.sjsu@gmail.com
$$ Sperm Donors Wanted $$
Earn up to $1,200/month and help create families.
Convenient Palo Alto location.
Apply online: www.SPERMBANK.com
Waitress/Waiter - Thai Restaurant

ACROSS

Help Wanted: Waitress/ Waiter for neighborhood
Thai food restaurant located in San Jose, near
Los Gatos. We have friendly customers (techies,
local residents), warm decor and great food. Good
tips and nice management! Lunch and dinner shifts
available.
Call Bob @ 408-691-2997
Email bobgodwin@gmail.com
Summer Student Storage!
Discounted student rates available at
Downtown Self Storage. Reserve your unit today:
Phone: (408) 995-0700
Address: 850 S. 10th St., San Jose
Email: info@selfstoragesanjose.com
Web: www.selfstoragesanjose.com

PREVIOUS PUZZLE ANSWER

How To
Place your ads ONLINE at
www.Spartandaily.com/advertising
You can also place
classifieds through the
Spartan Daily Ad office.
Call us at 408.924.3270 or
visit us in DBH 209.
Office Hours: 1:30 - 4:15 P.M.
spartandailyads@sjsumedia.com

DISCLAIMER
The Spartan Daily makes no claim for products or services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee implied. The classified columns of the Spartan Daily consist of
paid advertising and offers are not approved or verified by the newspaper. Certain
advertisements in these columns may refer the reader to specific telephone numbers
or addresses for additional information. Classified readers should be reminded that,
when making these further contacts, they should require complete information
before sending money for goods or services. In addition, readers should carefully
investigate all firms offering employment listings or coupons for discount vacations
or merchandise.

1 Not quite
decided
5 “A ___
Shade of
Winter”
9 “Now I ___
me down
to sleep ...”
12 Soft drink
flavor
13 Word on
a wanted
poster
15 They’re
rolled on
tables
16 One of
many seen
in stopped
traffic
18 Geometric
calculation
19 It may be
heard after
littering
20 Several
Monopoly
props.
21 Capital
of Saudi
Arabia
23 Brownish
songbird
24 2.2-pound
unit
25 Brass and
bronze
28 Casual
32 Friendship
33 For the taking
34 Cold Warera alliance
35 Court
garment
36 Practices,
as a trade
37 Word with

38
39
40
41
43
44
45
46
49
50
53
54
57
58
59
60
61
62

“curtain”
or “fist”
Work on
the batter
Scottish
miss
Getting on
in years
Calamine
lotion
target
Canyon
comebacks
A diehard
may not
give one
Purebred’s
opposite
Jamaican
music
genre
Bell or shell
preceder
Photo
___ (press
events)
Salt Lake
City’s home
Human
inheritance
Fit of bad
temper
Tree that
provides
wickers
Sheltered,
nautically
Consume
A la ___
(with ice
cream)
Witches’
brew
ingredient

DOWN

1 Warhead
weapon,
briefly

2 “Golf ball
coming!”
3 Diamond
irregularity
4 Asian milk
source
5 Bisects
6 Completely
unfamiliar
7 Turns on
a jagged
course
8 Yes, in
“Fargo”
9 Former
capital of
Italy?
10 Breezed
through, as
a test
11 “___, right!”
(“I bet!”)
14 Bitter
conflicts
15 When to
call me?
17 More than
punctual
22 1969 Nobel
Peace Prize
gp.
23 Leakproof
24 Cap settings
25 Alligators’
haunt
26 Overdo
it onstage
27 Secondlongest
human
bone
28 March 17th
marchers
29 “Brothers”
arcade
game
30 Make
recom-

pense
31 Suit sizes
for the tall
33 Gordon
of space
36 Medical
test control
substance
40 Caan job?
42 Basic
makeup
stuff
43 32-card
game
45 Didn’t just
check
46 Bit of
chicanery
47 Volcano
seen by Sicilian sailors
48 Canter
or gallop
49 Three-piece
ensemble
50 Admire
amorously
51 Browwiping
utterance
52 “Don’t dele”
55 Real
attachment?
56 Fleming
the writer
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In My
Nightmare
by Anthony Nguyen

Taking classes outside of our
majors is not a waste of time
Many students can take non-major classStudents like to make choices, such
es for fun, but Gov. Jerry Brown is trying to as deciding what classes they should or
prevent them by putting a cap on units to should not take.
make students finish college on time.
The reason why we, as students, take
According to the proposal,
classes outside of our major is
Brown is seeking to make stubecause they can be interestdents graduate in five years
ing and less stressful than the
by charging students “the full
ones required for our majors.
cost of tuition” if they exceed
I have a friend who is a
certain unit caps. The avercivil engineering major and
age cost of CSUs in general
part of the radio station on
is $11,160 and the required
campus. He blows off steam
number of units completed to
when he takes classes in the
graduate is 120.
mornings and afternoons
Anthony Nguyen’s
What does that mean to us?
but he is a disc jockey at
column appears
Well, Brown wants the every other Monday nighttime to relax after a
students to focus on their mahard day of school.
jor courses because he wants students
Parents and Brown need to underto graduate on time instead of lingering stand that school can be a hassle for
around taking extra classes.
students because of the major-related classAccording to an article in The Sacra- es and we need to find a way to cool off.
mento Bee on April 15, the proposal was
I like that we get to decide what
part of Brown’s spending plan for the classes to take or not take as opposed to
state’s 112 community colleges, which in elementary school. I prefer my freeincluded efforts to increase graduation dom of choosing what classes to take
and transfer rates by discouraging stu- rather than have the teacher sign me up
dents from lingering around or taking for them.
courses without an academic plan.
I think Gov. Brown is wrong because
I knew a certain amount of people we need to have a backup plan in some
would be displeased if the proposal got way if we don’t get a job after college. At
approved. However, it did not pass and if least we have hands-on experience that
it had, you would have to focus on major can be applied to other jobs.
classes instead of taking fun classes that
For us, I think the job world is changaren’t related to your major.
ing out there; there are more skills than
I took KSJS-FM Radio Activity, which you know and most likely, you will sucwas not related to my major at all. This ceed with those skills.
class gave me a chance to learn more
For example, if you are a journalabout how to take control of a radio’s ism major, employers are looking for
soundboard, which led me to discover the full package including multimedia,
new artists and new bands.
graphic design and broadcast. People
Plus, we are not harming anybody by will hire you if you know those things as
delaying ourselves to get out and enter well as how to be a reporter. This is what
the “real world.”
I have thought about and if you follow
I don’t agree with Brown’s proposal those thoughts, they will lead you to the
because in the present world, the skills right path.
that we have learned from non-major
Anthony Nguyen is a Spartan Daiclasses will open up many chances that ly staff writer. Follow him on Twitter
will lead us to get better jobs.
@Antnguyen87.

A composition connecting cups of coffee
Today, I release to
organic beans conyou my mantra in a
sumed by the boursimilar ode within a
geoisie coffee snob,
coffee cup, just as the
the coffee industry’s
English Romantic
complex is all grown
poet John Keats rewithin the coffee
leased his poem “Ode
belt, which is someon a Grecian Urn”
what bounded by
almost 200 years ago.
the Tropics of CapriYou might ask why
corn and Cancer.
This is a special
there must be a short
It’s likely that
manifesto on some- appearance of Leo
we’re connected to
Postovoit’s column
thing that seems like
many people across
just a part of our day,
the globe without
but I urge you to consider the even considering it: We might
role coffee plays in our world.
drink a “French Roast” that was
Coffee is my favorite drink actually grown in Indonesia,
and I hope it might become roasted in China and shipped to
yours. It is tied to our whole America, which has nothing to
world and our history, and it is do with France at all.
a potent way to power yourself
And, perhaps from the same
through life.
plant, the same finalized beans
are shipped to another country —
say a Starbucks in India or a local
shop in Belgium — made in the
same ratio of roughly-two-tablespoons-per-six-ounces-of-water.
It doesn’t matter if you’re drinking your coffee out of a mug you
made yourself or in a tea cup on
the French Rivera; the inevitable
probability is that you’re drinking
the exact same thing.
With the advent of “suspended coffee” in European coffeeshops, where a customer pays for a
future coffee for someone who
cannot afford it, we’re seeing
holistic care within our communities.
I think we should care
about coffee. I have written on
how concerned I am about the
For at least 600 years, the industry’s middle-man gouge
seeds of the Coffea plant have because it thinks it can get most
been cultivated and harvested people to pay more for marginfor the “green coffee” trade. al products.
Then a roaster transforms these
I worry, too, about how the
seeds into what we call “beans,” profits are obtained and ultiexpanding the seeds into a mately where they end up: In
wholesome bitter ready to be the hands of the farmer who
brewed and then enjoyed.
tended to his Coffea plants for
Brewers of the black are part seasons, or in the hands of an
of a global industry: It’s the sec- Upper-East-Side-of-New-York
ond-most traded raw commod- futures trader?
ity behind only the petroleum
Coffee, for this and more
industry’s products.
reasons, is the symbol of our
Last month’s amazing cof- American prowess and defifee series by NPR highlighted ance. The rise of coffee culture
how global it really is, though: at the end of the 18th century
It’s more integral in our society coincided as we ousted the Britthan we probably know.
ish tea industry, and each drop
It’s the key crop that keeps of the global process connects us
Latin America, Southeast Asia to the world all around us.
and Africa going. Without the
The beverage substitution
existence of $15 billion worth from an English colony that
of exports of green coffee beans, consumed large amounts of
it’s hard to imagine if they’d be tea to an untaxed beverage of
economically sustainable at all.
coffee occurred around the
From the low-brow instant same time when incidentally
coffee drank all across Central many Southern European
America to the single-origin immigrants to America began

Instead of
scourging
our
generations
with myriad
ADHD
medications,
I say we give
people cups
of coffee.

to switch their native country’s
wine for the English and Dutch
tradition of beer.
The idea of “coffee to start
the day and beer to end” lives on
today, and is likely part of yours.
It’s embedded into our physical landscape. Many good coffee cafes, say downtown’s Cafe
Stritch or Caffe Frascati, for
example, play up their alcoholic
afternoon “happy hour,” just as
much as they tend to the addicted rush of people each morning.
So if you’re reading this on
your probably awful Monday
morning, I insist. Go get a cuppa
Joe. Go wander to Just Below or
to Philz. Go hike over to Crema
or sample the locally-roasted
coffee from Chromatic Coffee
at Cafe Stritch.
All of those places make pretty good coffee that will probably
make you feel better (and maybe
a little bit jittery.)
We seek to use coffee (or
beer, for that matter) as a social lubricator and a ritualized
event that makes our lives not
suck so much.
In NPR’s coffee series interview with Jerry Seinfeld, who
hosts a YouTube show titled
“Comedians in Cars getting Coffee,” he agrees with me, jokingly
referring to caffeine as his drug,
saying it’s a legal and cheap way
to make our day just a bit better
with some bitter.
“I think the answer is we all
need a little help, and the coffee’s a little help with everything,” Seinfeld says. “Coffee
solves all these problems in one
delightful little cup.”
Instead of scourging our
generations with myriad
ADHD medications, I say we
give people cups of coffee.
As Seinfeld put it, it “gets us
by” and makes our long work
hours and sucky days suck just
a little bit less. So pause this
prose, and please, add caffeine
to your day.
Leo Postovoit is a contributing
columnist. Follow him on Twitter
@postphotos.
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Guantanamo detainee
says prison ‘shakedown’
sparked hunger strike
By Richard A. Serrano
McClatchy Tribune
WASHINGTON — Obaidullah, an Afghan
villager captured with diagrams of improvised bombs, has marked nearly 11 years as
a detainee at the U.S. naval base on Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
Three months ago, outraged by what he
called another prison “shakedown,” he joined
a hunger strike there, and now is locked in
solitary confinement with at least 100 fellow
detainees.
“I have seen men who are on the verge
of death being taken away to be force-fed,”
Obaidullah said in a federal court affidavit
declassified Friday. “I have also seen some
men coughing up blood, being hospitalized,
losing consciousness, becoming weak and fatigued.”
His observations are the most extensive
yet by a detainee about conditions at the military prison and what prompted the hunger

strike. He and others tell of a Feb. 6 search
when guards confiscated toiletries, family
pictures and copies of the Koran. For the detainees, the trigger was “U.S. soldiers rifling
through the pages of many Korans and handling them roughly.”
Military officials said about four dozen
doctors and nurses had been deployed to
Guantanamo Bay to help the detainees stay
alive and maybe start eating again. And Col.
John Bogdan, who runs the prison, recently
told reporters that the raid, which he defended, unearthed contraband including
crudely fashioned weapons made out of mop
handles.
Navy Capt. Robert Durand, the prison
spokesman, said the raid occurred after a
routine change of some of the guard staff,
but he denied that detainees or Korans were
mistreated.
“Detainees will often cite any change, real
or perceived, as a cause for protest,” he said.
This time, he added, “the detainees have cho-

sen one routine search in early February as
the rallying point for their grievances.”
Obaidullah has lost about 55 pounds,
down from 167. He drinks two cans of Ensure
nutritional supplement each day rather than
be tied to a bed with feeding tubes snaked
down his nose and into his stomach, as some
detainees are. In his affidavit, he described
widespread depression among prisoners. “I
still do not know my fate,” he said.
The deteriorating situation drew renewed
attention this week from President Barack
Obama, who has been blocked by bipartisan
congressional votes in his effort to close the
Guantanamo prison since taking office more
than four years ago. On Tuesday, Obama said
the prison was “not sustainable” and once
again urged Congress to grant him the authority to shut it.
Prison officials said 100 of the 166 detainees left at Guantanamo were engaged in some
form in the hunger strike, with two dozen
being force-fed. Officials have also acknowledged that much of the detainees’ angst is
over their lost hope of the prison ever closing.
Defense lawyers believe there may be as
many as 130 refusing to eat and that a compromise could be reached if the Korans were
returned to the prisoners.
Carlos Warner, an attorney for Fayiz al Kandari of Kuwait, a suspected al-Qaida propagandist, said he was shocked when he saw his client
in March. “He couldn’t stand; he’d lost over 30
pounds; his cheeks were sunken,” Warner said.
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He spoke with him by phone a week
ago, and Al Kandari, 36, described the tube
feeding as feeling like “razor blades passing through you.” Nevertheless, Al Kandari
pledged to “go all the way,” and told his attorney: “This is a peaceful hunger strike.
They won’t let us live in peace, they won’t
give us a trial, and now they won’t let us die in
peace.”
Yasin Qasem Ismail, an Afghan, was captured on suspicion of taking extensive weapons training at an al-Qaida facility. He was
visited March 5 by his Washington attorney,
David Remes. The lawyer took notes of their
conversation. “Many of the detainees are desperate,” Remes wrote down. “They feel like
they’re living in graves.”
Pardiss Kebriaei, a senior staff attorney
at the Center for Constitutional Rights, is
helping to represent eight detainees, seven
of whom are refusing food. She said she had
visited them in detention and received letters from them, and that their overall message is: “We don’t want to die. We want to be
released. And we don’t see any other way of
being heard.”
Kebriaei added that Obama’s recent comments “may have changed the feelings down
there,” but she believes that it will take some
intervention from senior Defense Department officials or the White House soon to
address conditions at the prison. Otherwise,
she said, “we could be seeing some deaths
soon.”

No cemetery for Tamerlan Tsarnaev’s body
MarketWatch
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SAN FRANCISCO — The Massachusetts
funeral director who is trying to find a cemetery to accept Tamerlan Tsarnaev’s body
says an autopsy shows the suspected Boston
Marathon bomber died of bullet wounds
suffered during a shootout with police and
blunt-force injuries when he was run over
by a car driven by his fleeing brother, according to media reports Saturday.
The official report of the autopsy on
Tsarnaev, 26, of Cambridge, Mass., hasn’t
been released, but the death certificate listed those causes, media reports said, quoting Peter Stefan, the Worchester, Mass.,
funeral director who is handling arrangements for Tsarnaev’s family. Stefan said

he has looked without luck for burial plots
in cemeteries in Massachusetts, Connecticut and New Jersey, according to media
reports.
Tsarnaev and his brother, Dzhokhar,
were being sought as the suspects who detonated two homemade bombs near the finish line of the Boston Marathon on April
15, killing three people and wounding 260,
when they got into a firefight with police in
the early-morning hours of April 19.
Police said Tamerlan Tsarnaev was
wounded by gunfire and run over by his
brother as the brothers attempted to escape. He was pronounced dead at an area
hospital.
Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, 19, who also had
been wounded in the shootout, was arrested

the night of April 19. He has been charged
in federal court with crimes that carry a
possible death sentence. He is being held at
a federal medical detention center in Massachusetts.
As federal and state investigators continue their investigation of the brothers, who are ethnic Chechens, three of
Dzhokhar Tsarnaev’s friends have been
arrested on federal charges of attempting to destroy evidence or of making false
statements. Dzhokhar Tsarnaev was a
naturalized U.S. citizen and his brother a
legal immigrant who had married a U.S.
woman.
Investigators have said it appears the
Tsarnaevs acted on their own and weren’t
connected to any Islamic terrorist group.

